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For successful biodefense system should have mechanism-methodology of outbreak investigation and mechanism of biological attack/threats prevention. Recently, we established and applied an easy understandable, cheap and efficient methodology of outbreak investigation [1,2].

Mechanism of biological attack/threats prevention should comprise: primordial level of prevention biological attack/threats, primary level of prevention biological attack/threats, secondary level of prevention biological attack/threats and tertiary level of prevention biological attack/threats [3,4].

As a tool for carrying out mechanism of biological attack/threats prevention scientific community should improve and define: strategy of deterrence, strategy of intelligence [4], strategy for dual-use research control and strategy for environment control (in regard to highly dangerous communicable diseases) [5].

So, we decided to organize a scientific conference with top experts about the above mentioned topics to elaborate them and complete biodefense system.
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Experts who are interested to give lectures on the above mentioned topics and write a chapter of the book (which should be outcome of the conference), are kindly asked to e-mail: vladanr4@gmail.com It is mandatory to send their short CVs with the most important references from the field. The event will be hold in November or December this year in Europe. All expenses for the conference (travel, accommodation and food) will be solved by organizer.